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Abstract. In this paper using the .p;k/-parametrization of theta functions and Eisenstein Series,
developed by Alaca, Alaca and Williams, we obtain some new theta function identities and then







in twelve variables where ak 2 f1;2;4g.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let N; N0; Z;Q and C denote the set of natural numbers, non-negative integers,
integers, rational numbers and complex numbers respectively so that N0 DN[f0g.
For a1; :::;a6 2N and n 2N0 we let R.a1; :::;a6In/ denote the representation num-















If l of a1; :::;a6 are equal, say
ai D aiC1 D    D aiCl 1 D a (1.2)
for convenience we indicate this inR.a1; :::;a6In/ by writing al for ai ;aiC1; :::;aiCl 1.
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dk; if n 2N;
0; if n 2Q;n …N:
(1.3)
The Dedekind eta function .´/ is the holomorphic function defined on the upper





Through the remainder of the paper we take q D q.´/ WD e2i´ with ´ 2H and so











When all of the exponents rı are nonnegative, f .´/ is said to be an eta product. We






























n D .´/.2´/5.3´/5.6´/; (1.12)





n D 12.6´/: (1.13)
Determination of representation number formulae for quadratic forms which are
sums of binary quadratic form x21Cx1x2Cx22 was considered before by many math-
ematicians. See for example [5, 9, 12]. Among the studies some contains formulae
for the forms in twelve variables. In a recent publication Yao and Xia [14] obtained














From (1.15) and (1.9) it is clear that a.n/D b3 .n/.
A similar formulae for R.16In/ was given before by Lomadze [9]. Recently,





3;2 .n/ and W
1;3
6;1 .n/. As an application he used these evaluations to derive for-
mulae for the representation numbers R.15;21In/; R.14;22In/ and R.13;23In/. In
another work he and his coauthor Eser [8] have found formulae for the convolutions




4;3 .n/ and W
1;3
12;1.n/ and then used them for deriving
representation number formulae for some quadratic forms in twelve variables which
are sums of squares. Ko¨klu¨ce has used another method developed by Lomadze to
obtain explicit formulae for quadratic forms in twelve and sixteen variables which
are direct sums of binary quadratic forms with discriminant  23 in [6].
In the present paper, we obtain formulae for 21 quadratic forms in twelve variables
by using theta function identities. These formulae are given in terms of 5.n/ and the
integers bi .n/; .i D 1;2;3;4;5;6;7 and n 2 N/ given by the equation (1.7)-(1.13).
We compare our formula for R.16In/ with results of Yao and Xia [14] and formulae
for R.15;21In/; R.14;22In/ and R.13;23In/ with previous work of Ko¨klu¨ce [7]
and see that they are consistent. Similar methods have been used before for deriving
representation numbers formulae for sextenary and octonary quadratic forms. See for
example [4] and [13], respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we state our main theorem.
In Sec. 3, we give parametrization of theta functions and Eisenstein series in terms of
p and k. In Sec. 4, we give a lemma which contains required theta function identities
for the proof of the main theorem. In Sec. 5, we prove the main theorem. Finally, in
Sec. 6, we give a concluding remark.
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2. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. THE .p;k/-PARAMETRIZATION OF THETA FUNCTIONS AND EISENSTEIN
SERIES
In his second notebook [11] Ramanujan gives the definitions of Eisenstein series








































The Borweins’ two-dimensional theta function a.q/ is defined by






so that for a1; : : : ;a6 2N we have
1X
nD0
N.a1; :::;a6In/qn D a.qa1/:::a.qa6/: (3.9)
Alaca, Alaca and Williams [2] defined p and k respectively by









Alaca, Alaca and Williams [2] derived formulae for a.q/;a.q2/ and a.q4/ in terms







Formulae for the series N.q/;N.q2/;N.q3/;N.q4/;N.q6/ and N.q12/ in terms



























































Alaca, Alaca and Williams [1] expressed 4.qi / (i D 1;2;3;4;6 and 12) in terms
of p and k. They solved these equations for
1Y
nD1
.1  qin/, (i D 1;2;3;4;6 and 12)
and obtained the following equations in [3].
1Y
nD1
.1 qn/D q  124 2  16p 124 .1 p/ 12 .1Cp/ 16 .1C2p/ 18 .2Cp/ 18k 12 ; (3.21)
1Y
nD1
.1 q2n/D q  112 2  13p 112 .1 p/ 14 .1Cp/ 112 .1C2p/ 14 .2Cp/ 14k 12 ; (3.22)
1Y
nD1
.1 q3n/D q  18 2  16p 18 .1 p/ 16 .1Cp/ 12 .1C2p/ 124 .2Cp/ 124k 12 ; (3.23)
1Y
nD1
.1 q4n/D q  16 2  23p 16 .1 p/ 18 .1Cp/ 124 .1C2p/ 18 .2Cp/ 12k 12 ; (3.24)
1Y
nD1
.1 q6n/D q  14 2  13p 14 .1 p/ 112 .1Cp/ 14 .1C2p/ 112 .2Cp/ 112k 12 (3.25)




.1 q12n/D q  12 2  23p 12 .1 p/ 124 .1Cp/ 18 .1C2p/ 124 .2Cp/ 16k 12 : (3.26)













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Proof. We just prove part (ii). The rest can be proved similarly. From (3.12),





















5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We just prove part (ii) as the remaining parts can be proved similarly.
Proof. From (3.9), (3.12), (3.13) and Theorem 2 we have
1X
nD0





































































































For n 2 N, equating the coefficients of qn on both sides in the above equations,
we obtain (2.2). 
Denoting the right hand side of (2.2) by S.15;21In/ we give the first ten values of
R.15;21In/ and S.15;21In/ in Table 1 to illustrate the equation.
6. CONCLUDING REMARK
We note that there is no non-trivial linear relationships between the series N.qi /(
i D 1;2;3;4;6 and 12/ and Bj .q/; . j D 1;2; :::7). However, it is clear from (1.7),






and hence the number of cusp forms used in formulae given in Theorem 1 could
be reduced to 5.
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TABLE 1. The first ten values of R.15;21In/ and S.15;21In/.
n R.15;21In/ 5.n/ 5.n2 / 5.n3 / 5.n6 / b2.n/ b6.n/ S.15;21In/
1 30 1 0 0 0 1 0 30
2 366 33 1 0 0  5 1 366
3 2370 244 0 1 0 0  1 2370
4 9390 1057 33 0 0 34  2 9390
5 28116 3126 0 0 0  30  4 28116
6 76146 8052 244 33 1  81 5 76146
7 162096 16808 0 0 0 68 12 162096
8 291246 33825 1057 0 0 100  4 291246
9 622830 59293 0 244 0 81 0 622830
10 881460 103158 3126 0 0  174  10 881460
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